COIN OPERATED DOOR LOCK
for public toilet & rest-room doors

- Requires SA R2.00 coin to open the door from outside
- Lock pays for itself within months!
- Tamper-proof fixing – cannot be unscrewed from outside
- Coins are in a locked compartment
- Key over-ride from outside
- Suitable for inward opening doors
- Requires NO power and NO batteries to open or to lock
- Fail-secure - remains LOCKED whenever the door is closed
- Rugged brushed stainless steel finish
- SA made with 12 months Guarantee

Ordering information for COIN OPERATED LOCKS:
# 5187 01 001 approx 150 coin capacity
# 5187 01 002 approx 300 coin capacity

DOOR CLOSERS

Dual action Door Closers are essential for keeping the door locked to prevent vandalism and theft - and to ensure income – by requiring that coins are needed to open the door.

Ordering Information for DOOR CLOSERS
Please stipulate door sizes when ordering door closers at extra cost.
Depending on door size: ORDER:
E401 12 051 light duty – standard door – no wind
or
E401 12 054 heavy duty for external doors, larger doors and windy conditions

EVERYTHING – FOR EVERY DOOR OR GATE!
We have 110 years’ experience between us and we can assist with all your lock and access control requirements
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